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1. Is the information currently being collected at this time by the submitter? If yes, detail current method of
collecting the information. No

N/A

2. If the information is not currently being collected, what timeline does the submitter expect or require for
implementation of the proposed change?
To follow the release schedule for a new data element. The new data element will be available through WCPOLS 
(State Premium Record - Record 04) when approved by the WCIO Managers mid-September (Fall edition of WCPOLS).

3. What other methods of collection or reporting, if any, have been considered?

A new WCPOLS data element on the State Premium Record (Record 04) has been introduced and approved by the 
WCIO EDI Committee.

Final Proposed Solution:
The title of the new WCPOLS State Premium Record being added to existing 9-byte filler space will be CLAIM ADMINISTRATOR FEDERAL EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER (FEIN) and the definition is: Report the Federal Employer Identification Number corresponding to the Claim Administrator for the state being reported.   

As this will need a new DN assigned to it for POC we will use the same definition and format of 9 length A/N that is used for WCPOLS, we suggest adding “FOR POC” 
after the WCPOLS title for POC 3.0, Claim Administrator FEIN for POC. We will also add a special note in the processing notes for this new POC DN to alert users not to 
match to existing Claims Standard DN0187, Claim Administrator FEIN.

Business Requirement / Issue: What is the business requirement / issue? Cite any applicable statute/rules, and attach a 
copy, if desired.
The state of Maine has requested the Claim Administrator FEIN data element be added to the IAIABC POC 3.0 standard to allow ease 
and efficiency of notice prior to claims occurring.


